Structural and charge trapping properties of two bilayer ( Ge + SiO 2 ) / SiO 2 films deposited on rippled substrate Appl. Phys. Lett. 97, 163117 (2010) Self-assembly of size-uniform and spatially ordered quantum dot ͑QD͒ arrays is one of the major challenges in the development of the new generation of semiconducting nanoelectronic and photonic devices. Assembly of Ge QD ͑in the ϳ5 − 20 nm size range͒ arrays from randomly generated position and size-nonuniform nanodot patterns on plasma-exposed Si͑100͒ surfaces is studied using hybrid multiscale numerical simulations. It is shown, by properly manipulating the incoming ion/neutral flux from the plasma and the surface temperature, the uniformity of the nanodot size within the array can be improved by 34% −53%, with the best improvement achieved at low surface temperatures and high external incoming fluxes, which are intrinsic to plasma-aided processes. Using a plasma-based process also leads to an improvement ͑ϳ22% at 700 K surface temperature and 0.1 ML/ s incoming flux from the plasma͒ of the spatial order of a randomly sampled nanodot ensemble, which self-organizes to position the dots equidistantly to their neighbors within the array. Remarkable improvements in QD ordering and size uniformity can be achieved at high growth rates ͑a few nm/ s͒ and a surface temperature as low as 600 K, which broadens the range of suitable substrates to temperature-sensitive ultrathin nanofilms and polymers. The results of this study are generic, can also be applied to nonplasma-based techniques, and as such contributes to the development of deterministic strategies of nanoassembly of self-ordered arrays of size-uniform QDs, in the size range where nanodot ordering cannot be achieved by presently available pattern delineation techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Zero-dimensional semiconductor quantum dot ͑QD͒ structures have recently been the subject of intense research efforts due to unique size-dependent electronic properties resulting from electron confinement in all three dimensions. 1, 2 The intrinsic ability of QDs to emit light and generate singleelectron currents makes them particularly attractive for various advanced applications spanning a broad range of fields from bionanotechnology to nano-photonics, optoelectronics, and quantum computing. [3] [4] [5] [6] Examples of the most commmon semiconducting nanodot systems include, but are not limited to, Ge, Si, GaAs, InSb, InAs, and AlN on a range of host materials such as Si, SiO 2 , AlN, etc. One of the main issues in the development of QD-based nanodevices is the ability to arrange QDs with the same size, shape, structure, etc. in regular, uniform spatial arrays. Such an arrangement greatly enhances the collective optoelectronic properties of the QDs through coupling interactions within the ensemble. In particular, these interactions substantially improve the efficiency and intensity of photoemissions in numerous applications including QD laser and biomedical tagging devices. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Moreover, ultrafine tuning of the emission frequency can be achieved by controlling the size and positioning of QDs within an array. Therefore, nanodevice applications utilizing of QD systems will ultimately require a high level of QD size uniformity and positional ordering. 12 Many existing pattern delineation techniques provide a reasonable level of control over QD position yet cannot meet the requirements for the size and shape uniformity of individual QDs. 13 Hybrid techniques involving lithographic prepatterning and follow-up site-controlled self-organized growth of QDs have also been attempted. 9, 14 However, due to intrinsic resolution-related limitations, prepatterning techniques are not suitable for nanofabrication of ordered QD arrays compatible with the emerging sub-40 nm semiconductor technology, which will essentially rely on bottom-up selfassembly approaches. 15 Moreover, QDs with the sizes larger than 40 nm are not practical to meet the continuously rising demands for the surface coverage and nanodot density. A further limit to top-down approaches is the difficulty in achieving uniform distributions in QD sizes and shapes. Therefore, controlled self-organization is the most promising way to overcome the above difficulties and deterministically fabricate nanodot arrays with attributes suitable for their eventual nanodevice applications. The effectiveness of this approach critically depends on the nanofabrication environment used and the ability to create and manipulate nanoassembly building units. numerous advanced applications. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Here, by means of multiscale hybrid numerical simulations we demonstrate that plasma-assisted nanofabrication can be used to achieve deterministic control of the positional order and size uniformity of Ge/ Si QDs. This is one of the most commonly used semiconducting systems possessing unique optoelectronic properties, a lattice mismatch of ϳ4% and widespread industrial applications. [25] [26] [27] Self-organized growth of Ge/ Si QDs usually proceeds via strain-induced fragmentation of a continuous Ge film into nanoislands, commonly referred to as the StranskiKrashtanov growth mode. 28 As a result, nonuniform patterns of size-nonuniform nanoislands are formed. Here we attempt to show that these irregular nanoisland patterns can be improved using a plasma-based process and can eventually be brought to the level required for nanodevice applications.
More specifically, we report on a generic and versatile plasma-based approach that makes it possible to substantially improve the size uniformity of individual Ge QDs and their positional uniformity in originally nonuniform nanopatterns on plasma-exposed Si͑100͒ surfaces. The approach is based on the precise manipulation of both the incoming fluxes of plasma-generated building units ͑BUs͒ and the surface temperature. This leads to a rearrangement of the twodimensional ͑2D͒ surface adatom fluxes, which in turn results in faster growth of smaller dots and eventually better QD size uniformity. On the other hand, quasi-displacement of QDs due to unbalanced surface adatom fluxes from different directions results in a more equidistant positioning of the dots with respect to their neighbors within the array. This paper has the following structure. In the following section ͑Sec. II͒ we introduce the numerical model of the growth and movement of QDs subjected to particle fluxes from the plasma and adatom diffusion over the substrate surface. In Sec. III the results of the numerical study of the effect of variation of the process parameters on the size uniformity and positional order of the Ge nanodots are presented. Section IV explains the results of the numerical simulations and comments on practical deterministic control strategies for plasma-aided nanoassembly of ordered and size-uniform Ge/ Si QD arrays. The paper concludes with a summary of the main results and directions for future research.
II. FORMULATION
Here, a numerical technique, which combines aspects of the delivery of building units from the plasma bulk with the diffusion of adatoms on a Si substrate is used to model QD growth and displacement on a plasma-exposed Si͑100͒surface. The non-neutral layer between these two regions, the plasma sheath, plays an important role in the nondestructive delivery of building units transported from the plasma toward the solid surface. The potential distribution across the sheath results in the intense ion fluxes allowing one to maintain even and constant substrate temperatures. Moreover, the ion flux control can be achieved through the variation of the substrate bias potential. On the other hand, the operating pressure turns out to be the main control of the neutral fluxes from the plasma discharge.
Here we investigate the growth and displacement of Ge/ Si QDs arranged in a nonuniform nanopattern subjected to incoming fluxes of germanium atoms and ions from the plasma environment. In simulations, we used a rectangular 1 m ϫ 1 m nanopattern with 400 dome-shaped nanodots arranged randomly to reproduce typical distributions of Ge nanoislands on a silicon surface. [29] [30] [31] [32] The initial QD sizes range from 4 to 13 nm and are assumed to possess a Gaussian distribution. We emphasize that our model is generic and applicable to a broad range of plasma nanotools; thus, we do not specify the exact way the plasma is generated and the range of species that it can produce. Furthermore, it is assumed that only germanium adatoms act as building units of Ge QDs on a Si surface. Although other neutral or ionized species in the plasma may facilitate this process, they are not explicitly accounted for in the model. For example, a controlled flux of Ge + ions can be achieved via the argon plasma-facilitated ionized physical vapor deposition ͑IPVD͒; in this case the argon plasma serves the purpose of ionizing Ge atoms and also activating silicon surface. 16, 33 Upon deposition onto a silicon surface, Ge ions are neutralized and become adatoms, the main contributors to the Ge/ Si QD growth. We used the values of the incoming fluxes of Ge + ions and Ge atoms consistent with relevant experiments on synthesis of Ge/ Si and related QD systems in low-pressure plasmas. [22] [23] [24] The pressure range considered was 5-100 mTorr. The ionization degree was varied from ϳ10 −3 representative of high-density, low-pressure rf plasmas commonly used for microelectronic fabrication to ϳ0.5, which is typical for advanced pulsed IPVD systems.
In the model adopted here, the primary variable simulation parameters are the Si substrate surface temperature and the incoming external flux of Ge BUs from the plasma. Our numerical experiments suggest that an optimum combination of these parameters can lead to a high level of deterministic control over the spatial or dimensional order of the Ge/ Si QDs we are interested in. Furthermore, we comment on the effectiveness of each control parameter in every case; this can facilitate the practical implementation of our results. Figure 1͑a͒ shows a schematic of the process of Ge/ Si QD deposition in a plasma-based process. In this process, germanium atoms are delivered from the ionized gas environment either directly to the nanodot or via the wafer surface. Upon contact with the Si͑100͒ substrate, Ge adatoms migrate about the surface via surface diffusion. Depending on the surface temperature, adatoms may re-evaporate from the QD either to the 2D adatom field or back into the plasma bulk.
The hybrid QD growth model implemented in this paper is based on a set of adatom flux balance equations, which takes into consideration incoming fluxes from the plasma, fluxes due to surface diffusion and a range of adatom evaporation processes. This method has been commonly employed in surface science as a means for modeling a broad range of growth processes. 34 An additional scale has been included in this study to better describe the quasi-displacement of a large number of individual QDs. Thus, our model can be considered as a hybrid multiscale model. Previous efforts 35, 36 at modeling QD nanoassembly have been attempted, however, this model is generic in that it does not specify the way of preparation of the initial patterns of seed nuclei.
In our model, the growth process of the ith QD is described by 37, 38 
where lat is the lattice constant, V i and r i are the ith nanodot's volume and radius, respectively, and t is the time into the growth process. Here
is the total flux of species to the ith QD, where ⌿ pl,i is the incoming BU flux from the plasma, ⌿ surf,i is the 2D surface flux of adatoms onto the border of the ith nanodot, and ⌿ vap,i and ⌿ svap,i are the bulk and surface evaporation fluxes from the ith QD, respectively. The incoming flux from the plasma
involves contributions from the ion and neutral fluxes represented by the first and the second terms in this equation, respectively. Here, ⌿ pl,i ion = ͐ S i j S i ds i and ⌿ pl,i n = S n where j S i is the density of the ion flux onto the nanodot surface with the area S i , and n is the density of the neutral flux; the latter is assumed to be uniform over the entire substrate surface.
The 2D surface flux of adatoms is
where ٌ͓͑x , y , t͔͒ l i denotes the gradient of the adatom surface density ͑x , y , t͒ at the border of the ith QD with the perimeter l i , and
is the surface diffusion coefficient. Here, a is the characteristic frequency of atom oscillations in a lattice, d is the surface diffusion activation energy, T s is the temperature of the silicon surface, and k B is the Boltzmann's constant. The time-varying density of Ge adatoms on the Si͑100͒ surface has been numerically obtained from the twodimensional diffusion equation
where ٌ 2D 2 = ‫ץ‬ 2 / ‫ץ‬x 2 + ‫ץ‬ 2 / ‫ץ‬y 2 , and in = in ion + n is the incoming flux of the ionic ͑first term͒ and neutral ͑second term͒ BUs from the plasma onto open surface areas uncovered by the QDs. Here, in ion = ͓1/S͔͐ S j S ds, where j S is the density of the ion flux onto the substrate surface between the QDs ͑area S͒. In the rhs of Eq. ͑5͒,
is the flux of adatom evaporation ͑with the characteristic energy evap S ͒ from the substrate surface between the QDs. The remaining two terms in Eq. ͑2͒, ⌿ vap,i and ⌿ svap,i represent evaporative losses from the ith QD to the gas phase and the 2D surface gas vapor, respectively. More specifically
where evap 3D and evap 2D are the energies of adatom evaporation to the three-dimensional ͑3D͒ vapor in the plasma bulk and the 2D vapor on the surface, respectively.
The QD growth is determined by the 2D field of microscopic adatom diffusion across its circular border. If adatom fluxes from different directions are balanced, the dots grow at the same position ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒, otherwise we observe nanodot quasi-displacement sketched in entering Eq. ͑2͒ into four components ⌿ N , ⌿ S , ⌿ E , and ⌿ W directed to the North, South, East, and West, respectively ͑Fig. 2͒. The quasi-displacement of the dots within the ensemble is described as their asymmetric growth and the net shift of the QD centers resulting from differential influxes in the 2D adatom field as shown in 
are the flux differential terms, and we recall that r is the ͑time-varying͒ QD radius; subscript i has been omitted for simplicity.
III. RESULTS
In this section, the results obtained via the numerical simulation of germanium QD growth and displacement on a Si͑100͒ surface are presented. We consider the dynamics of the QD self-organization in a randomly generated starting pattern. First, the effect of the surface temperature and incoming flux on nanodot size uniformity is studied; and second, the dynamics of QD displacement will be presented demonstrating the possibility of their positional selfordering.
A. Size uniformity
The results in Figs. 3 and 4 show the simulated QD nanopatterns at different incoming fluxes and two surface temperatures of 600 and 900 K, respectively. Comparing Figs. 3 and 4 it is seen that changed simulation parameters produce different levels of size uniformity as indicated by the broader size distributions in Fig. 4 . The temporal dynamics of the dot growth displayed in Fig. 3 shows an initial wide distribution in the size of QDs, which narrows at surface coverage = 0.255 and then broadens again at = 0.436. This narrowing evidences the improvement from the initial pattern with surface coverage = 0.102 and subsequent deterioration in the size uniformity. The effect of the surface temperature and the plasma influx on standard deviation in QD size shown in Fig. 5 gives further evidence to this effect. Thus, the uniformity in the nanodot size initially improves from the starting seed nuclei pattern but is followed by a steady deterioration in uniformity when a certain surface coverage is achieved.
The results in Fig. 5͑a͒ indicate that QD mean radius and the level of size uniformity are dependent on the surface temperature of the Si wafer. It appears that with increasing T s there is a decrease in the mean dot radius at the points of the optimum size uniformity ͑flex points in Fig. 5͒ . It is also seen that the improvement ͑as compared to the initial pattern͒ in FIG. 3 . QD pattern ͑a͒-͑c͒ and QD size distribution ͑d͒-͑f͒ for a surface temperature of 600 K and flux ⌿ pl =0.1 ML/s ͑⌿ pl ion = 0.3⌿ pl ͒ for surface coverage ͑left to right͒ of 0.102 ͑a͒ and ͑d͒; 0.255 ͑b͒ and ͑e͒; and 0.436 ͑c͒ and ͑f͒. Fig. 3 for T s = 900 K and surface coverage ͑left to right͒ of 0.102 ͑a͒ and ͑d͒; 0.163 ͑b͒ and ͑e͒; and 0.368 ͑c͒ and ͑f͒.
FIG. 4. Same as in
the QD size uniformity is not as marked for higher surface temperatures; in this case the turn-off point appears at smaller mean nanodot radii ͑and hence at lower surface coverages͒ as can be seen from Fig. 5͑a͒ . Figure 5͑b͒ shows the square deviation of the QD sizes from the mean nanodot size in the nanopattern for different incoming fluxes. The results of our numerical experiments suggest that higher ⌿ pl merely lead to a modest increase of the mean QD size. As an example, for incoming flux between 0.02 and 0.15 ML/ s, the change in the mean QD radius when the size uniformity is the best ͓minima in Fig.  5͑b͔͒ does not exceed ϳ2 nm. It is also seen that the optimum achievable uniformity is obtained using higher incoming fluxes. Indeed, the smallest possible square deviation of the nanodot sizes ͑ϳ0.8͒ can be obtained when the incoming flux is set to 0.15 ML/ s ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒.
Therefore, the results of this subsection clearly illustrate the self-organization of the QD array to achieve a uniform QD size distribution. In fact, the results of our numerical simulations reveal that smaller dots exhibit accelerated growth while the growth of larger dots is retarded. For more discussion of this effect, see Sec. IV.
B. Positional uniformity
We now consider the results related to the positional order of QDs within the array and the dynamics of nanodot movement to achieve such an order. Figure 6 shows two randomly selected areas within the array. Directions and relative magnitudes of displacements of QD centers routinely traced in the simulations are shown by the arrows of different lengths. At these and many other sites within the array it has been repeatedly observed that the dot movement followed predictable routes from highly occupied ͑by neighboring QDs͒ toward less occupied regions of the wafer. In the top right section of Fig. 6͑a͒ it is seen that two dots in close proximity appear to move in opposite directions while at the center of Fig. 6͑b͒ the nanodot is observed to move into a vacant space.
To elucidate the motion dynamics of five selected QDs ͑labeled 1-5͒, in Fig. 7 , plots of dot-specific radii, displacements from initial positions, and velocities associated with the quasi-displacements are presented alongside with the three snapshots of the same nanopattern with these dots at three different time moments. Figure 7 corresponds to a typical surface temperature of 700 K with a 0.1 ML/ s incoming flux. In particular, Fig. 7͑f͒ indicates that smaller QDs appear to move faster. In fact, upon closer evaluation of Figs. 7͑e͒ and 7͑f͒, the QD labeled ͑1͒ moves with a considerably lower velocity ͑and is displaced by a smaller distance͒ than its more mobile counterparts ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ despite their similar size evidenced by Fig. 7͑d͒ . Physically, this is caused by the difference in the relative location of the dots with respect to their neighbors. Examining the QD patterns in Fig. 7 it is seen that the QD labeled ͑1͒ is positioned centrally such that its distance to the adjacent neighbors is approximately the same. On the contrary, the dots labeled ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ are positioned asymmetrically with respect to their neighbors.
From Fig. 8 one can notice that a local site with a QD in the middle self-organizes to equalize the distances between the central dot and its neighbors. In this example, Fig. 8͑a͒ shows that the central dot is initially positioned closer to its neighbors on the left. After only 0.14 s into the deposition process at T s = 700 K and ⌿ pl = 0.1 ML/ s the same dot has equally positioned itself between its right-and left-side neighbors following quite minor quasi-displacements of all the nanodots in the ensemble, as evidenced by Fig. 8͑b͒ . In fact, the ratio of the most-unequal distances ͑labeled in the figure͒ changed from 0.7 for the initial state to 0.96 for the final pattern.
Thus, numerical experiments suggest that the growth of individual QDs is affected by their relative size and vicinity to neighboring dots. In fact, smaller dots located in an area of a low local surface coverage usually experience an accelerated growth as compared to larger QDs located in close proximity to nearby nanodots.
IV. DISCUSSION
Before we proceed further, it should be stressed that despite a large number of reports on self-organization phenomena in complex physical systems, it is still unclear as to what is the common driving force of such an amazing phenomena. It is understood, however, that the physical mechanisms responsible for the self-organization are numerous and casespecific. The key to self-organization in the plasma-surface environment of our interest is the collective behavior of neutral and ionized building units, BU transport via the plasma sheath followed by their surface migration, collisions, clustering, and self-assembly into specific nanostructures on the solid surface. 16 If properly understood and controlled through manipulation of the plasma and surface parameters and initial conditions, this self-organization phenomenon may be harnessed to enable deterministic nanofabrication of nanodevice-grade QD arrays. This paper has attempted to elucidate some plausible ways to create ordered Ge/ Si QDAs in a plasmaassisted process by manipulating the incoming fluxes from the plasma and the surface temperature.
The results of our numerical experiments suggest that QDs grow faster in the areas with a lower local surface coverage. Moreover, QDs displace themselves in appearing to establish uniform size and distance in relation to their neighbors. Individual QDs appear to move into spaces with the lower surface coverage but higher adatom number density. We should mention here that the QD itself does not actually move on the substrate surface ͑we examine the QDs of 10-20 nm which cannot move about the surface such as adatoms͒, and thus we consider actually the displacement of the QDs centers due to the non-symmetric QDs growth. The FIG. 7 . ͑Color online͒ QD pattern and adatom field at ͑a͒ 0, ͑b͒ 0.035, and ͑c͒ 0.141 s. Temporal evolution of ͑a͒ radii, ͑b͒ displacement, and ͑c͒ velocity values for selected QDs of the initial size: ͑1͒ 6 nm ͑green͒; ͑2͒ 4 nm ͑blue͒; ͑3͒ 5 nm ͑gray͒; ͑4͒ 11 nm ͑magenta͒; and ͑5͒ 7 nm ͑red͒.
FIG. 8.
͑Color online͒ QD pattern at ͑a͒ start ͑t =0 s͒ and ͑b͒ end ͑t = 0.14 s͒ of the growth simulation showing the distance of a dot ͑gray͒ to its neighbors for surface temperature 700 K and external flux 0.1 ML/ s. The ion flux is the same as in Fig. 3 . The distances seem to become more uniform. apparent cause for this displacement is the unbalanced 2D adatom fluxes ͑Fig. 2͒. Examining Fig. 3 one can see that the adatom density shown as a gray field in Figs. 3͑a͒-3͑c͒ is higher in surface zones between the distant QDs. As a result, the increased adatom fluxes from the surface zones of higher density cause an increased irregular growth of the QDs and finally displacement of their centers, usually toward higher adatom densities. Finally, the QDs arrange themselves within the 2D adatom field in order to maintain or achieve uniform adatom fluxes about their perimeter.
This behavior presents an undeniable picture of the selforganization phenomena in this plasma system. Once the mechanisms behind this self-organization are established, the next stage is to harness them in practical applications that require self-assembled, highly ordered arrays of size-uniform QDs. It is worth noting that the results of our numerical simulations appear to qualitatively resemble those Ge/ Si͑100͒ QD patterns synthesized experimentally. 32, 39 In the situations considered in this study, the growth and movement of QDs have been clearly influenced by the 2D nonuniform field of the surface adatom fluxes. Therefore, one can state that the plasma-aided approach considered here is an effective self-organization route wherein BUs from the plasma are deposited onto a solid surface and then contribute to self-assembly of ordered arrays of size-uniform QDs. We emphasize that the self-assembly of individual QDs and their self-ordering into self-organized nanoarrays makes it possible to fabricate such nanoassemblies without the need of a continuous external control, which is a common feature of most of self-organized complex systems.
However, as the results of our numerical experiments suggest, the plasma-based QD growth process is very fast and requires only a fraction of a second to substantially increase the nanodot size as can be seen in Figs. 3, 4, and 7 . Therefore, the process should be terminated at the point where the best size uniformity and/or positional ordering are achieved.
The specific conditions that enable the best nanodot uniformity can be deduced using the results displayed in Fig. 5 . As seen in Fig. 5͑a͒ , an increase of the surface temperature from 600 to 900K results in a net decrease in the QD mean radii when the nanopattern uniformity is the optimum ͑square deviation is minimal͒. An important feature in Fig.  5͑a͒ is the presence of well-resolved minima that appear to be different when T s is varied. We recall that these minima represent the mean radius at the critical point where the size uniformity is the best. The optimum mean radius ͑along with all other mean radii values͒ increases inversely to T s . However, the deviation in the QD size is seen to increase with the surface temperature. A possible reason is that at lower surface temperatures a slower adatom migration extends the time of nanodot growth, eventually allowing the size deviation to settle. The relationship between the surface temperature, incoming fluxes and the QD size is, therefore, useful in achieving effective control over the nanodot nucleation density and surface coverage. However, it is important to cease the growth process at the point of the minimum size deviation to take advantage of the apparent gains in the QD size uniformity.
Therefore, we have successfully demonstrated that the Ge/ Si nanodot size uniformity can indeed be effectively controlled, and in most cases, improved by appropriately manipulating the incoming fluxes and the surface temperature. However, extreme caution should be taken not to overheat the surface since the mean size deviation tends to rise with T s ; deterioration of nanodot size uniformity becomes even more apparent for larger QDs. In other words, in addition to a smaller mean radius at the critical point, higher surface temperatures have the effect of increasing the deviation in the QD size distribution in the manner shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ . Figure 5͑b͒ shows that a decrease from 0.15 to 0.02 ML/ s in the incoming flux of building units results in a slight increase in the QD size deviation, i.e., a minor loss in the QD size uniformity. The more notable effects from this parameter are the surface coverage and the time to reach the critical point and the time to the first contact between two dots. Our simulations have clearly shown that at a lower incoming flux the QDs growth time increases. However, at the lower flux ͑0.05 ML/ s͒ the final coverage upon contact is greater than that at the higher flux ͑0.1 ML/ s͒. It is noteworthy that at lower ⌿ pl , QDs are given ample time to reposition their centers into the vacant regions before they can enlarge and eventually coalesce; this can result in a substantial degeneration of order. Thus, despite the lower flux of atoms landing on the substrate, the ultimate surface coverage is increased over a longer period as the QDs are permitted to grow longer. This trend is not the case at the critical point when the QD size uniformity is the best. For the lower flux case, the coverage at this point is = 0.21 compared to the higher-flux coverage of 0.23. This difference shows that the surface coverage is indeed larger at higher ⌿ d . Interestingly, once a sufficient amount of the adatoms is available, the nanodot quasi-displacement is initiated with the net effect of increasing the final coverage. Lower incoming fluxes from the plasma can, therefore, be used as a way of improving the surface coverage at the point of coalescence ͑QD contact͒. However, it is more useful to improve the surface coverage at the critical point when the dots are the most uniform in size; this can be achieved using higher incoming fluxes from the plasma instead.
Tables I-III quantify the improvement of the spatial order in localized regions of the wafer such as that seen in Fig.  8 . The mean square deviation reflects on the level of uniformity in the distances of the selected central dot to adjacent QDs. Our numerical results show that the positional uniformity improves significantly in the areas of the initially high nonuniformity, with a quite different trend in the areas where the dot positioning was already uniform. In the latter case the improvement in the nanopattern order is minor or even negative. This is the case for one of the selected regions centered at the QD labeled ͑4͒, as clearly seen from the results in Table III . It is notable that selected regions containing numerous smaller dots exhibit a greater net gain in order. Due to the better ability of smaller QDs to move ͑evidenced by larger values of their quasi-displacements relative to their original size͒, this is likely to result in a greater improvement in the spatial order. The displacement of these dots has a better chance to reach a maximum before a coalescent con-tact can be reached. Thus, in order to improve the spatial order during this growth process the initial nanodot pattern should contain seed nuclei with the minimum possible size.
In our numerical experiments we have initiated growth from randomly generated initial size and positionnonuniform nanopatterns and studied the processes of "selfuniformization" in QD sizes and self-ordering of nanodots within the developing array.
An interesting though nonsystematic observation from our numerical experiments is that the simulated spatial ordering of the QDs appears to be more sensitive to the starting pattern rather than the plasma process parameters. Apparently, if the initial nonuniformity exceeds a certain threshold, it is unlikely that perfect order can be achieved by any manipulation of the process parameters. Further studies aimed at quantifying this effect are on the way.
The large-scale control over the desired QD arrays is, therefore, likely to depend on the way the starting array has been formed. Therefore, in considering any future attempts to create ordered arrays maximizing the spatial coherence during the early fabrication stage is strongly recommended. The extent of this preorder may allow for some divergence since according to our results, the plasma-aided QD growth makes it possible to notably improve the size uniformity of individual nanodots and the spatial order within the nanodot arrays. It is worth noting that the QD size uniformity is less sensitive to variance in the starting radius distribution, but is strongly affected by the growth parameters such as those shown in Table I . It is, therefore, possible to allow for some deviation in size when generating starting patterns. These imperfections of the initial nanopatterns should be reasonably small to be brought ͑during the plasma-based postprocessing stage of our interest͒ within the acceptable tolerance of nanodevices to nonuniformities in the nanodot size and order.
We will now discuss the validity of some of the assumptions of our numerical model. In this numerical simulation we have assumed a defect-free surface and did not consider any lattice mismatch in the Ge/ Si system. In reality, as was mentioned in Sec. I, the Ge/ Si system features a lattice mismatch that amounts to ϳ4%. 40 Nevertheless, this effect is mitigated in the low coverage regime; however, as the coverage approaches the order of what is observed in this simulation ͑ Ϸ 0.4͒ the lattice mismatch may have some effect on the spatial order of the QDA. It must be noted, however, that in real fabrication methods involving strain-induced siteallocated growth, lattice mismatch-related effects become important at higher surface coverages than those in this study. 41 Even though our simulations have assumed a zerodefect, nonpatterned surfaces, there is no limitation in applying this plasma-aided nanoassembly model in conjunction with strain-induced growth and lithographic prepatterning methods since here we have bypassed the initial nucleation stage, which may or may not involve the SK growth scenario. For this reason, the plasma-based process of our interest here can now be seen as a powerful post-improvement tool of initially nonuniform prefabricated QD patterns.
For simplicity, the numerical model employed in this paper has assumed dome-shaped nanocrystals without considering their internal chemical structure, which in reality can undergo significant changes during the growth process. One should note that two typical dot shapes, pyramidal, and multifaceted dome shapes are most common to Ge/ Si QDs.
7,42-45 Moreover, depending on the nanodot size, their real shape can change during the growth process, with dome- shaped structures resembling those used in this study at larger sizes. In our model, it has been implicitly assumed that the shape morphology does not significantly affect the interaction of the QDs with the 2D surface fluxes of Ge adatoms. However, the real nanostructure shape can affect both BU delivery channels, directly from the plasma and via adatom surface migration. This is the case in the synthesis of carbon nanotip-like and related structures with variable shapes. 46 We now turn our attention to discussing some of the salient features of plasma-aided nanoassembly. In one aspect, it has been discussed as a preferred route in enabling deterministic control in the growth and shape of nanostructures. 47 Another important feature is that high rates of material delivery from the plasma allow for faster QD growth compared to most of the conventional thermal deposition methods. The simulation results also indicate that uniform nanopatterns of size-uniform Ge/ Si nanodots can be synthesized at surface temperatures as low as 600 K. This growth temperature is notably lower than those commonly used in thermal chemical vapor deposition ͑CVD͒. This can substantially expand the range of substrate materials that can host semiconductor QDs to include temperature-sensitive polymers, plastics, and ultrathin nanofilms. Another advantage is the possibility to use very short deposition processes ͑e.g., based on pulsed IPVD͒ not exceeding 1 s ͑see Table I͒ ; this is much shorter than the previously reported deposition times of CVD typically ranging anywhere between 0.5 and 40 min. We emphasize that plasma-based nanoassembly routes offer the possibility of controlling the dosing of specific ͑e.g., more complex͒ BUs. 16 For example, the Si͑100͒ surface can be covered with a monolayer of atomic hydrogen in less than 0.5 s using an ion flux extracted from a 10 mTorr H 2 plasma at room temperature and an ionization degree of ϳ10 −4 .
48
Plasma-based processes can also offer great precision in controlling the elemental composition of binary QDs, such as SiC/ Si. 49 Another obvious advantage of the plasmacontrolled self-organization approach is the ability of QDs to self-organize into ordered arrays without any lithographic prepattering or strain-driven site allocation. To summarize, by using plasma-based nanoassembly, it may eventually be possible to deliver controlled combinations of different plasma-generated species and arrange them selectively to fabricate intricate nanoassemblies.
In this article, we have explored the possibility of deterministic control of the quality of a nanodot pattern through specific manipulation of the surface temperature and the incoming flux of building units from the plasma. The QDs of our interest here are just an example of a low-dimensional nanostructure with outstanding prospects for optoelectronic and other applications. Beyond this, the scope of deterministic plasma-aided nanofabrication is set to launch into more complicated nanostructures and nanodevices. 50 The level of determinism may only be limited to the combination and sequence of the plasma and environmental adjustments. Finding suitable combinations to create the desired nanoassemblies in a plasma environment is the ultimate objective of plasma nanoscience. 50 The plasma route is a promising deterministic fabrication technique given the ability to ultimately transit toward commercial feasibility. The need for these new techniques and nanodevices is apparent as the current cost of lithographic manufacture increases and the operational limits of traditional semiconducting devices are inevitably approached.
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V. CONCLUSION
By means of multiscale hybrid numerical simulations, this paper has introduced an effective plasma-based technique to control self-organization within an array of Ge/ Si QDs for establishing or improving spatial and dimensional order. It has been demonstrated that the self-organization phenomena can be explained by the ability of the system to maintain equal fluxes of adatoms about the perimeters of individual QDs. The dynamics of dot growth and displacement act accordingly to establish this self-organization scenario. Given the above results, several specific conclusions may assist in improving control and predictability of plasmaaided nanofabrication of Ge QD arrays on a Si͑100͒ surface:
• Surface temperature is a factor that determines the mean size of QDs, with decreased temperatures producing larger dots while increased temperatures are shown to deteriorate the size uniformity over within the nanopattern.
• Plasma influx is a factor in the surface coverage of dots across the surface. Lower fluxes result in an increased final coverage ͑prior to coalescence͒ while for higher incoming fluxes the surface coverage is larger at the point of the maximum dot size uniformity. An apparent disadvantage of the lower influx is the extended growth time.
• The quality of the initial nanopatterns is an important factor in obtaining a high-level spatial order. However, some spatial and size variation is permitted as the growth process of our interest here does provide a substantial improvement in the spatial alignment and size uniformity.
• Spatial order may be further improved by decreasing the QD size in the initial nanopatterns.
• Spatial uniformity may be improved at temperatures as low as ϳ600 K which is difficult to achieve via thermal deposition methods such as CVD.
Future work will aim at establishing ultimate control in the quality of the nanopatterns of Ge/ Si and other QDs by determining the precise combination of the main process parameters and expanding the numerical simulations to account for the most essential features of QD internal structure and explore the effect of time-varying process parameters. Finally, our effort contributes to the improvement of presentday capabilities of plasma nanotools, with the ultimate goal to achieve fully deterministic, yet cost-efficient and microlelectronic industry-compatible plasma-aided nanofabrication.
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